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Lattice conditional independence (LCI) models introduced by S. A. Andersson
and M. D. Perlman (1993, Ann. Statist. 21, 13181358) have the pleasant feature of
admitting explicit maximum likelihood estimators and likelihood ratio test
statistics. This is because the likelihood function and parameter space for a LCI
model can be factored into products of conditional likelihood functions and param-
eter spaces, where the standard multivariate techniques can be applied. In this
paper we consider the problem of estimating the covariance matrices under LCI
restriction in a decision theoretic setup. The Stein loss function is used in this study
and, using the factorization mentioned above, minimax estimators are obtained.
Since the maximum likelihood estimator has constant risk and is different from the
minimax estimator, this shows that the maximum likelihood estimator under LCI
restriction inadmissible. These results extend those obtained by W. James and
C. Stein (1960, in ‘‘Proceedings of the Fourth Berkeley Symposium on Mathematics,
Statistics, and Probability,’’ Vol. 1, pp. 360380, Univ. of California Press, Berkeley,
CA) and D. K. Dey and C. Srinivasan (1985, Ann. Statist. 13, 15811591) for estimat-
ing normal covariance matrices to the LCI models.  2001 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classification: 62H12.
Key words and phrases: multivariate normal distribution; pairwise conditional
independence; distributive lattice; join-irreducible elements; maximum likelihood
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1. INTRODUCTION
To define the lattice conditional independence (LCI) model, for the finite
set I=[1, 2, ..., p], let K be a distributive lattice on I, i.e., a ring of subsets
of the finite set I, which is closed under union and intersection and includes
the empty set. Following an approach due to [3], we define the LCI model
N(K) as the set of all normal distributions N(0, 7) on RI such that, for
every pair L, M # K,
xL and xM are conditionally independent given xL & M . (1)
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Here xL is the coordinate projection of x # RI onto RL. We denote by
PI (K) the set of all positive definite I_I matrices such that (1) is satisfied
and xtN(0, 7). Andersson and Perlman in [3] introduced the LCI
models and extensively investigated the properties of these models and in
[5] they treated the problem of testing a LCI model vs a larger LCI
model. Later Andersson et al. [6] proved that the LCI models coincide
with a subclass of the class of graphical Markov models determined by
acyclic digraph, i.e., the subclass of transitive acyclic digraph. More recently,
Perlman and Wu [21] considered the LCI models for contingency tables.
In this paper, based on i.i.d. observations x1 , x2 , ..., xn from the LCI
model N(K), we consider the estimation problem of 7 in PI (K) in a
decision theoretic way. We employ the Stein loss function
L(7 , 7)=tr (7 7&1)&log det(7 7&1)& p (2)
and evaluate the performance of an estimator by using the risk function
R(7 , 7)=E[L(7 , 7)], where the expectation is taken with respect to the
joint distribution of (x1 , x2 , ..., xn). This loss function has been suggested
and considered in the literature [9, 13, 14, 20], among others.
For a subspace of a symmetric cone characterized by a LCI condition,
we can map the sample covariance matrix onto this space and obtain the
explicit form of the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for the
covariance matrix with the LCI condition. Intuitively speaking, we may
also map minimax estimators for the full model onto the subcone to get
alternative estimators which might be better than the original estimators,
provided that the corresponding alternative estimators exist and that the
LCI condition is true. However, it is not apparent that the estimators
motivated by minimax estimators for the full model improve upon the
MLE under the LCI condition and that these induced estimators are mini-
max under the LCI model. Using the invariance property that the LCI
model possesses, we can see that these decision-theoretic properties hold
under the LCI model. Although the LCI models are a subclass of a class
of decomposable Gaussian models discussed by Lauritzen [18] and Cox
and Wermuth [8], we restrict our attention to a narrower class of models
which allow the invariance property.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give basic notation
and lemmas which are useful for decomposing the original estimation
problem into the sum of simple conditional estimation problems. In Section
3, we obtain a best equivariant estimator under the group of transforma-
tion which acts transitively on the parameter space PI (K) by minimizing
the Bayes risk where the prior, is the right invariant measure on the trans-
formation group. From this and the HuntStein theorem, it follows that
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the estimator obtained in this way is minimax. Since the maximum likeli-
hood estimator is invariant under the group of transformation considered
above and it is different from the best equivariant estimator, the maximum
likelihood estimator is inadmissible. Furthermore, we obtain estimators
which are better than the minimax estimator with constant risk, using a
well-known unbiased risk-estimation technique. In Section 4, we consider
three simple LCI models. The first two models are trivariate normal distri-
butions N(0, 7). For 7=(_ij) and 7&1=(_ij), the first one is that, given
that x1 , x2 , and x3 are conditional independent, where restriction on the
covariance matrix is represented as _23=_21 _&111 _23 , equivalently _
23=0;
the second one is that x1 and x2 are marginally independent where the
restriction is represented as _12=0, equivalently _12=_13(_33)&1 _32. We
demonstrate minimax estimators for these simple models.
2. PRELIMINARIES: NOTATION AND LEMMAS
In this section, we explain some mathematical notation and present some
lemmas which describe the structure of PI (K) and which are useful for
decomposing the estimation problem on PI (K) into the sum of simple
estimation problems.
2.1. Notation
Let K be a ring of subsets of I such that ,, I # K and, for K # K, define
(K) =. (K # K | K /K) and [K]=K"(K),
where we write K /K to indicate that K /K but K {K, so that K=[K] _
(K) and [K] & (K) is an empty set.
Let J(K) denote the set of join-irreducible elements in K, i.e.,
J(K)=[K # K | [K] is not empty].
Then subsets of K in J(K) are all disjoint and
K=. ([K ] | K # J(K) and K K). (3)
Particularly, we have I= ([K ] | K # J(K)). See Proposition 2.1 in [3]
for this.
For any finite index sets I and J, let MI_J and PI denote the vector
space of all I_J matrices and the cone of all positive definite I_I matrices,
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respectively. Furthermore, let MI=MI_I . For a matrix A denote by A$ a
transpose of A. For A=(ai1 i2 | (i1 , i2) # I_I ) # MI and K, LI, let
AK_L=(ai1 i2 | (i1 , i2) # K_L) # MK_L .
If AK is nonsingular, then let A&1K denote the inverse matrix (AK)
&1. For
every K # J(K) and A # M, partition AK according to K=[K] _ (K) as
AK=_A(K)A[K)
A(K]
A[K] & ,
so A(K) # M(K) , A[K] # M[K] , A(K] # M(K)_[K] and A[K) # M[K]_(K) .
For 7 # PI and K # J(K), define 7[K] } =7[K]&7[K) 7&1(K) 7(K] .
A matrix A # MI is called K-preserving if, for every K # K and x # RI,
(Ax)K=AK xK
or, equivalently, if
L, M # J(K): M3 L O A[LM]=0,
where we denote by A[LM] the submatrix A[L]_[M] of A. Let GLI (K) and
GTI (K) denote the groups of all nonsingular K-preserving matrices and
of all lower triangular K-preserving matrices with positive diagonal
elements. Recall that the subset PI(K)PI is defined as follows: 7 # PI if
and only if xtN(0, 7) and (1) is satisfied. From Lemma 2.1 in the next
subsection it follows that
PI (K)=[7=AA$ | A # GLI (K)]
=[7=AA$ | A # GTI (K)].
The statistical models (N(7) | 7 # PI (K)) with observation space RI and
parameter space PI (K) are called the lattice conditional independent
(LCI) models determined by K.
2.2. Lemmas
Next we list useful lemmas. Most of their proofs can be found in [3, 5]
or can be obtained by minor modifications of proofs given there.
Lemma 2.1. The actions
GLI (K)_PI (K)  PI (K)
(A, 7)  A7A$
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and
GTI (K)_PI (K)  PI (K)
(T, 7)  T7T $
are well-defined, transitive, continuous, and proper.
Lemma 2.2. The mapping
PI(K)  _(M[K]_(K) _P[K] | K # J(K))
7  ((7[K) 7&1(K) , 7[K] } ) | K # J(K))
is bijective and commutes with the action of GTI (K) on PI (K) and on
_(M[K]_(K) _P[K] | K # J(K)) given by
GTI (K)_(_(M[K]_(K) _P[K] | K # J(K)))
 _(M[K]_(K) _P[K] | K # J(K))
((T, (R[K) , 4[K])) | K # J(K)))
 ((T[K) R[K) T &1(K)+T[K) T
&1
(K) , T[K] 4[K]T
T
[K]) | K # J(K)).
Lemma 2.3. Let 7&1=T$T where T # GTI (K). Then
(i) 7 # PI (K)
(ii) 7[K]=T &1[K](T $[K])
&1 and 7[K) 7&1(K) =&T
&1
[K] T[K) .
Lemma 2.4. (i) If 7 # PI (K) and S # PI , then
tr(7&1S)=:
K
[tr(7&1[K] } S[K] } )+tr[7
&1
[K] } (S[K) S
&1
(K)&7[K) 7
&1
(K))
_S(K)( } } } )$] | K # J(K)].
(ii) For L # K,
tr(7&1L SL)=:
K
[tr(7&1[K] } S[K] } )+tr[7
&1
[K] } (S[K) S
&1
(K)&7[K) 7
&1
(K))
_S(K)( } } } )$] | K # J(KL)],
where J(KL)=J(K) & [K # K | KL].
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Lemma 2.5. For 7 # PI (K), let 7=TT $ where T # GTI (K). Then
det(7)=‘ [det(T[K] T $[K]) | K # J(K)].
Lemma 2.6. The left invariant measure on GTI (K) is given by
‘ {& lGT[K](dT[K]) dT[K)(det T[K]) |(K) | } K # J(K)= , T # GTI (K),
where & lGT[K](dT[K]) is the left invariant measure on the group of |[K]|_|[K]|
lower triangular matrices.
Proof. Let Y=GT where G # GTI (K) and T # GTI (K). For K # J(K),
the Jacobian of transformation from T[K) to Y[K) is given by (det G[K]) |(K) |
and the Jacobian of transformation from T[K] to Y[K] is given by
&lGT[K](dT[K]). Since T in GTI (K) is determined by ((T[K] , T[K)) | K # J(K)),
we can obtain the desired result. K
Consider n i.i.d. observations x1 , x2 , ..., xn # R p from the LCI model
N(K) and put S=ni=1 x ix$i . Andersson and Perlman [3] showed that
the maximum likelihood estimator 7 mle of 7 in PI (K) uniquely exists a.e.
S if and only if
nmax[ |K| | K # J(K)].
In this case it is determined from the usual formulas for regression
estimators that
7[K) 7&1(K)@=S[K) S &1(K) and n7 [K] } =S[K] } , K # J(K). (4)
We close this section with a distributional lemma related to (4).
Lemma 2.7. Assume that 7 # PI (K). Let n7 mle=ATT $A$ where A, T #
GTI (K) with 7=AA$. Then
T[K]T $[K]tW[K](I, n&|(K) | )
T[K) | T(K)tN[K]_(K)(0, I |[K]| I |(K) |).
3. MINIMAX ESTIMATORS OF 7
Consider n i.i.d. observations x1 , x2 , ..., xn from N(K) and put S=
ni=1 xi x$i . From Lemma 2.2, it is easily seen that the maximum likelihood
estimator 7 mle has a constant risk. Because GTI (K) acts transitively on
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PI (K), it is reasonable to look for the best estimator out of all estimators
satisfying
7 (TST $)=T7(S) T $, for all T # GTI (K).
3.1. A Minimax Estimators with Constant Risk
First we obtain the best GTI (K)-equivariant estimator using a method
described in [11]. To this end, define
M(K)=[L # J(K) | K(L)]. (5)
Theorem 3.1. The best GTI (K)-equivariant estimator is given by
7 m=T DT $, (6)
where n7 mle=TT $ with T # GTI (K) and D is a diagonal matrix with
D[K](K # J(K)) whose ith diagonal element is given by d &1K, i with
dK, i=n+|[K]|&|(K) |+: ( |[L]| |L # M(K))&2i+1 (7)
for i=1, 2, ..., |[K]|, K # J(K).
Proof. As a Bayes procedure produces the best equivariant estimator if
we use a right invariant measure on GTI (K) as a prior distribution (see
[11, Theorem 6.5]), the best equivariant estimator is found by
b(7 , S)=| [tr[7 (22$)&1]&log det[7 (22$)&1]& p]
_|22$|&n2 exp[&12 tr[S(22$)
&1]] &rGTI (K)(d2),
where 7=22$ with 2 # GTI (K) and &rGTI (K)(d2) is the right invariant
measure on GTI (K). Since PI (K) is a cone, 7 which minimize b(7 , S) are
contained in PI (K). Making the change of variable 2  2&1, the function
we want to minimize becomes
b(7 , S)=| [tr(7 2$2)&log det(7 2$2)& p]
_|2$2|n2 exp[&12 tr(S2$2)] &
l
GTI (K)
(d2),
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where & lGTI (K)(d2) is a left invariant measure on GTI (K). Now use
Lemma 2.4 with 7&1=2$ 2 (hence 7=2&1(2$)&1 # GTI (K)) and use
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6 to get
b(7 , S)=| : [tr(7 [K] } 2$[K] 2[K])&log det(7 [K] } 2$[K] 2[K])
+tr[2$[K] 2[K](7[K) 7&1(K)@+2&1[K] 2[K)) 7 (K)( } } } )$] | K # J(K)]
_‘ {(det 2[K])n exp _&12 tr(S[K] } 2$[K] 2[K ])
&
1
2
tr[2$[K] 2[K](S[K) S &1(K)
+2&1[K] 2[K) ) S(K)( } } } )$]& & lGT[K](d2[K])
_
d2[K)
(det 2[K]) |(K) | } K # J(K)= . (8)
We first minimize b(7 , S) with respect to 7[K) 7&1(K)@. Since the second term
inside the first large curly bracket in (8) is quadratic in 7[K) 7&1(K)@ and,
given that 2[K] , 2[K) follow the normal distribution N(&2[K]S[K) S &1(K) ,
I |[K]| S &1(K)), the minimum is attained at 7[K) 7
&1
(K)@=S[K) S &1(K) . This
leads to
| tr[2$[K] 2[K](7[K) 7&1(K)@+2&1[K] 2[K)) 7 (K)( } } } )$]
_exp[&12 tr[2$[K] 2[K](S[K) S
&1
(K)+2
&1
[K] 2[K)) S(K)( } } } )$]] d2[K)
| tr[2$[K] 2[K](S[K) S &1(K)+2&1[K] 2[K)) 7 (K)( } } } )$]
_exp[&12 tr[2$[K] 2[K](S[K) S
&1
(K)+2
&1
[K] 2[K)) S(K)( } } } )$]] d2[K)
=(det S(K)) |[K]|2 |[K]| tr(7 (K) S &1(K)). (9)
Here we have that, for all K # J(K),
7[K) 7&1(K)@=S[K) S &1(K) .
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From this and using Lemma 2.4(ii), we have
tr(7 (K) S &1(K))=: [tr(7 [L] } S
&1
[L] } ) | L(K), L # J(K)],
from which it follows that
: [ |[K]| tr(7 (K) S &1(K)) | K # J(K)]
=:
K
:
L
[ |[K]| tr(7 [L] } S &1[L] } ) | L(K); L, K # J(K)]
=:
K
[( |[L]| | K(L) , L # J(K)) tr(7 [K] } S &1[K] } ) | K # J(K)].
(10)
The last equality follows from exchanging L with K. Combining (10) with
(9), the left-hand side of (8) is bounded below by
b(7 , S)(det S(K)) |[K]|2 | : {tr(7 [K] } 2$[K] 2[K])
+\: |[L]| | L # M(K)+ tr(7 [K] } S &1[K] } )
&log det(7 [K] } 2$[K] 2[K]) |K # J(K)=
_ ‘
K # J(K)
[det 2[K])n&|(K) | exp[&12 tr(S[K] } 2$[K] 2[K])]
_& lGT[K](d2[K])], (11)
where M(K) is given by (5). Now let T[K] # GT[K] such that S[K] } =
T[K] T $[K] and define
’[K]=2[K] T[K] and a[K]=(T[K])&1 7 [K] } (T $[K])&1.
Since & lGT[K](d2[K]) is a left invariant measure on the |[K]|_|[K]| lower
triangular matrix group, i.e.,
& lGT[K](d2[K])=&
l
GT[K]
(d’[K])= ‘
1 j<i|[K]|
(d’[K]) ii (d’[K]) ij
(’[K]) iii
,
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we have
b(7 , S)k(T ) | : {tr(a[K]’$[K] ’[K])+{: |[L]| | L # M(K)= tr(a[K])
&log det(a[K]) | K # J(K)= ‘ [(det ’[K])n&|(K) |
_exp[&12 tr(’[K] ’$[K])] &
l
GT[K]
(d’[K]) | K # J(K)],
=k$(T ) : [tr(a[K] D&1[K])&log det(a[K]) | K # J(K)]+constant
(12)
where D[K] is a |[K]|_|[K]| diagonal matrix whose diagonal element is
given by (7) and k(T ), k$(T ) are functions of T which are irrelevant to the
minimization we consider now. Since the left-hand side of (12) is minimized
at a[K]=D[K] , we can see that b(7 , S) is minimized at
7 [K] } =T[K] D[K] T $[K] and 7[K) 7&1(K)@=S[K) S &1(K) ,
which completes the proof. K
Theorem 3.2. 7 m given by (6) is minimax.
Proof. In the light of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, we apply the
generalized HuntStein theorem (Kiefer [15, p. 587]) to see that 7 m is
minimax. The hypotheses of the HuntStein theorem require the amenability
(see [7, p. 107] for the definition). It is well known that the group of lower
triangular matrices is solvable, hence it is amenable (see [12, p. 597] for
this). Furthermore, Theorem 2.3 in [7] tells us that any closed subgroup
of an amenable group is also amenable. Hence GTI (K) is amenable. This
completes the proof. K
Theorem 3.3. The minimax risk is given by
 { :
|[K]|
i=1
(log dK, i&E[log /2n+|[K]|&|(K) |&2i+1]) | K # J(K)= ,
where dK, i is given by (7) and /2m fellows the central /
2 distribution with m
degrees of freedom.
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Proof. Since GTI (K) acts on PI (K) transitively and the estimator of
the form (6) is GTI (K)-equivariant, it suffices to prove that
EI[tr(T DT $)]=p (13)
EI log det[TT $]=: { :
|[K]|
i=1
EI[log /2n+|[K]| &|(K) |&2i+1] | K # J(K)= .
(14)
First use Lemma 2.4(i) with 7=T &1(T $)&1 and next use Lemma 2.3 to
obtain
tr(T DT $)=tr(7&1 D)
=: [tr(7&1[K] } D[K])
+tr(7&1[K] } 7[K) 7
&1
(K) D(K) 7
&1
K 7(K]) | K # J(K)]
=: [tr(T[K] D[K]T $[K])
+tr(T[K) D(K) T $[K) ) |K # J(K)]. (15)
Now use Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.4(ii) to see that
: [E[tr(T[K) D(K) T $[K))] | K # J(K)]
=: [ |[K]| tr D(K) | K # J(K)]
=: { |[K]| : (tr D[L] | L # J(K); L(K) ) | K # J(K)=
=: [( |[L]| | L # J(K); (L) $K) tr D[K] | K # J(K)]. (16)
From this and Lemma 2.7, it is seen that
E[tr(TDT $)]=: {E[tr(T[K] D[K] T $[K])]
+\: |[L]| |L # M(K)+ tr D[K] | K # J(K)=
= p,
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which shows (13). The last equality in the above display follows from the
usual Bartlett decomposition on the distribution
T[K] T $[K] tW[K](I, n&|(K) | ). (17)
To see (14), use Lemma 2.4 to get
E log det(TT $)=: [E log det(T[K] T $[K]) | K # J(K)].
From (17) and Bartlett’s decomposition, we can complete the proof of (14).
K
Corollary 3.4. The risk of the maximum likelihood estimator is given by
p log n&: { :
[K]
i=1
|E[log /2n+|[K]| &|(K) |&2i+1] | K # J(K)= .
Proof. Put D[K]=n&1I |[K]| in (14) and (15). The proof follows imme-
diately from Lemma 2.7 and straightforward calculation. K
Remark 1. It is easily seen from (15) and (17) that the maximum
likelihood estimator 7 mle is the best among the constant multiples of 7 mle .
However, if we look at the GLI (K)-equivariant class of estimators we can
obtain better estimators. In much the same way as in the proof of Theorem
3.1, obtaining a Bayes procedure with respect to a right invariant measure
on GLI (K), we can see that the best GLI (K)-equivariant estimator is
given by 7 l=A DA$ where n7 mle=AA$ with A # GLI (K) and D is a
diagonal matrix with D[K]=e&1K I |[K]| , eK being
eK=n&|(K) |+[ |[L]| | L # M(K)], K # J(K). (18)
If |[K]|=1 for all K # J(K), then 7 l coincides with 7 m . The risk difference
between 7 mle and 7 l is given by
R(7 l , 7)&R(7 mle , 7)=: [ |[K]| log ek | K # J(K)]& p log n. (19)
Using (3) and exchanging K with L, we can see that
: [ |[K]| |(K) | | K # J(K)]
=:
K { |[K]| :L ( |[L]| | L # J(K); L(K) ) | K # J(K)=
=:
K { |[K]| :L ( |[L]| | L # M(K)) | K # J(K)= ,
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from which it follows that
: { |[K]| eKp } K # J(K)==n.
From this and Jensen’s inequality, we have
: [ |[K]| log eK | K # J(K)]=p : { |[K]|p log eK | K # J(K)=
p log \: { |[K]| eKp }K # J(K)=+= p log n,
which shows that the risk difference (19) is nonpositive. We can see that
the risk difference between 7 m and 7 l is given by
R(7 m , 7)&R(7 l , 7)=: { :
|[K]|
i=1
(log dK, i&log eK) | K # J(K)= .
(20)
Similarly, noting that
:
|[K]|
i=1
dK, i=|[K]| eK ,
and using Jensen’s inequality, we can see that the risk difference (20) is
negative, provided max[ |[K]| | K # J(K)]2.
3.2. Improved Minimax Estimators
Since each estimator of 7 [K] } in (6) has the same form as that of the
best lower triangular equivariant estimator of unrestricted positive definite
covariance matrix (without LCI restriction), we can consider an orthogonally
invariant estimator in the line of [9] for each 7 [K] } and we can further
improve upon the minimax estimator if max[ |[K]| | K # J(K)]2. To
this end, let
S[K] } =H[K] L[K] H$[K] , K # J(K),
where H[K] is a |[K]|_|[K]| orthogonal matrix and
L[K]=diag(lK, 1 , lK, 2 , ..., lK, |[K]| )
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with lK, 1lK, 2 } } } lK, |[K]| . Furthermore, let
8[K](L[K])=diag(.K, 1(L[K]),
.K, 2(L[K]), ..., .K, |[K]|(L[K])), K # J(K), (21)
where .K, i (L[K]), i=1, 2, ..., |[K]|, are nonnegative and absolutely
continuous functions from L[K] to (0, ). Consider an estimator given by
the regression
7 [K] } =H[K] 8[K](L[K]) H$[K] , (22)
7[K) 7&1(K)@=S[K) S &1(K) . (23)
Then we can reconstruct an estimator of 7 in PI (K) (say 7 8) from (22)
and (23) using the algorithm given by [3]. First we obtain an unbiased
risk of the estimate of the estimator 7 8 .
Theorem 3.5. For 7 # PI (K), an unbiased estimate E [tr(7 87&1)] of
E[tr(7 87&1)] is given by
: { :
|[K]|
i=1 \(eK&|[K]|&1)
.K, i
lK, i
+2
.K, i
lK, i
+2 :
j{i
.K, i&.K, j
lK, i&lK, j + |K # J(K)= ,
where eK is given by (18).
Proof. Use Lemma 2.4(i) to obtain that
tr(7 87&1)=: [tr[(7 8)[K] } 7&1[K] } ]+tr[7
&1
[K] } [S[K) S
&1
(K)&7[K) 7
&1
(K)]
_(7 8)(K)[ } } } ]$] | K # J(K)].
Next use Lemma 2.7 to get that
E _: [tr[7&1[K] } [S[K) S &1(K)&7[K) 7&1(K)](7 8)(K)[ } } } ]$] | K # J(K)]&
=E _: [tr[S &1(K)(7 8)(K)] | K # J(K)]&
=E _: {: ( |[L]| | L # M(K)) tr[S &1[K] } (7 8)[K] } ] K # J(K)=& .
(24)
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Now apply the Stein identity (see [13, 25] for this) to get
E[(7 8)[K] } 7&1[K] } ]=E _ :
|[K]|
i=1
((n&|(K) |&|[K]|&1)
.K, i
lK, i
+2
.K, i
lK, i
+2 :
j{i
.K, i&.K, j
lK, i&lK, j +& , (25)
since S[K] } follows W[K](n&|(K) |, 7[K] }@ ). Combining (24) with (25), we
can get the desired result. K
Theorem 3.6. Assume that max[ |[K]| | K # J(K)]2. Let
.K, i=dK, i lK, i , i=1, 2, ..., |[K]|, K # J(K),
in (21). Then the estimator 7 8 reconstructed from the equations (22) and
(23) is better than 7 m , so it is minimax.
Proof. From Theorem 3.5, we can proceed in much the same way as in
the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [9]. K
Remark 2. Once we have established an unbiased risk estimate for a
class of estimators 7 8 , we can obtain a modification of the estimators
given by Theorem 3.6 along the same lines as [9, 22, 23].
4. EXAMPLES
In this section, we give three simple examples of the LCI models and
demonstrate minimax estimators. These three examples essentially correspond
to diagrams given in Figs. 4, 5, and 7 in [3].
Example 4.1. Let I=[1, 2, 3] and suppose that K1=[,, 1, 12, 13, I],
so J(K1)=[1, 12, 13]. Let x1 , x2 , ..., xn follow N(K1) and put S=
ni=1 xi x$i=(sij). Using the reconstruction algorithm from [3], we get
s11 s12 s13
n7 mleK1 =_s21 s22 s21s&111 s13& .s31 s31s&111 s12 s33
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Decompose the maximum likelihood estimator as n7 mleK1 =TK1 T $K1 with
s1211 0 0
TK1=_s21s&1211 t22 0 & # GTI (K1), (26)s31s&1211 0 t33
where t2ii=sii&s i1s
&1
11 s1i with t ii>0 for i=2, 3. From Theorem 3.1, we can
see that a minimax estimator is given by 7 mK1=TK1 DK1 T $K1 where
DK1=diag \ 1n+2,
1
n&1
,
1
n&1+ .
Hence it is written as
7 mK1=
s11
n+2
s12
n+2
s13
n+2
_ s21n+2 1n&1 \s22& 3n+2 s21s&111 s12+ s21 s11 s13n+2 & .s31
n+2
s31s&111 s12
n+2
1
n&1 \s33&
3
n+2
s31s&111 s13+
Example 4.2. Let I=[1, 2, 3] and suppose that K2=[,, 1, 2, 12, I],
so J(K2)=[1, 2, I]. Let x1 , x2 , ..., xn follow N(K2). Using the construc-
tion algorithm in (3), we get n7 mleK2=TK2 T $K2 with
s1211 0 0
TK2=_ 0 s1222 0 & # GTI (K2),t31 t32 t33
where
(t31 , t32)=\ s31- s11 ,
s32
- s22+ and t
2
33=s33&\s
2
31
s11
+
s232
s22+ (27)
with t33>0. Then a minimax estimator is given by 7 mK2=TK2 DK2 T $K2
where
DK2=diag \ 1n+1,
1
n+1
,
1
n&2+ .
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Example 4.3. Let I=[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and suppose that
K3=[,, 1, 12, 13, 123, 12345, 1236, I],
so J(K3)=[1, 12, 13, 12345, 1236]. Let x1 , x2 , ..., xn follow N(K3) and
put S=ni=1 xix$i . For any p_p matrix A=(aij), define
Ai1 i2 } } } iq)( j1 j2 } } } jr)=_
a i1 j1
} } }
} } }
aiq j1
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
ai1 jr
} } }
} } }
aiq jr
&
for i1 , i2 , ..., iq , j1 , j2 , ..., jr # I, and for A(i1 i2 } } } iq)(i1 i2 } } } iq) we simply write
A(i1 i2 } } } iq) . Then we have n7
mle
K3
=TK3 T $K3 with
TK1 0 0
TK3=_S(45)(123) S &1(123) TK1 T45 0 & .S(6)(123)S &1(123)TK1 0 t66
Here TK1 is defined by (26), T45 is a 2_2 lower triangular matrix with
S(45)=T45 T $45 , and t66 is positive with S(6)=t266 . From Theorem 3.1, we
can see that a minimax estimator is given by 7 mK3=TK3 DK3 T $K3 where
DK3=diag \ 1n+5,
1
n+2
,
1
n+2
,
1
n&2
,
1
n&4
,
1
n&3+ .
Furthermore, write S(45)=H45 L45H$45 where H45 is a 2_2 orthogonal
matrix and L45=diag(l45, 1 , l45, 2) with l45, 1 , l45, 2(l45, 1l45, 2) being ordered
eigenvalues of S(45) . From Theorem 3.6, we can see that an estimator
7 lK3=T
l
K3
DK3(T
l
K3
)$ with
TK1 0 0
T lK3=_S(45)(123)S &1(123) TK1 H45L1245 0 &S(6)(123)S &1(123)TK1 0 t66
improves upon the minimax estimator 7 mK3 .
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In Examples 4.1 and 4.2, we consider the simplest case, i.e., a trivariate
normal distribution with LCI restriction, and we demonstrate minimax
estimators which improve upon the maximum likelihood estimators. Since
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|[K]|=1 for every J(K), we can not apply the method obtained in
Theorem 3.6 to improve upon these constant risk minimax estimators. A
natural question is: Are these minimax estimators admissible or not?
As it is shown in [2, 4] that the LCI models are suited to allow explicit
likelihood analysis for a nonmonotone data pattern. It is interesting to
extend the result such as in [10, 16, 17] (which deal with the problem of
estimating a covariance matrix when a missing data pattern is the simplest
case) to the LCI models when a missing data pattern is nonmonotone.
Recently, Massam and Neher [19] generalized the major result in [3]
to the setting of a symmetric cone while Andersson and Madsen [1] con-
sidered the class of multivariate normal models with covariance structure
determined by both group symmetry and LCI restriction. It is worth study-
ing the decision-theoretic properties of estimating covariance matrices for
these models.
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